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New Total Rewards Statement Now Available
For benefit eligible staff, your new annual

temporary part-time increases are effective as

salary

of the start of the academic year (August 10,

amount,

notice

of

appointment

information, as well as your 2020/21 health

Parents Support
Group
Are your kids driving you
crazy? Does your toddler keep
biting you? Are you feeling
guilty for using too much
screen time to get things
done? Do you just need to talk
to other adults?
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED!

benefit elections can be found in your Total
Rewards Statement in the My Benefits section
of the employee portal. Look for the Total

2020).
July 17, 2020 Payroll
•

take effect on this payroll.

Rewards Statement icon in the Total Rewards
•

section of My Benefits.

payroll.

Rewards Statement will be in My Benefits after

regular part-time staff increases are effective
as of July 1, 2020; faculty and casual/

Your ASRS or ORP retirement rate will
increase from 11.94% to 12.04% on this

For benefit eligible faculty, your new Total

August 10th. As a reminder, full-time and

Staff pay rate increase (if applicable) will

July 31, 2020 Payroll
•

This is the 3rd payroll of the month! There
will be no Insurance, FSA, HSA, 403(b) or

Join FEC mentor teachers,

457 deductions taken from this payroll!

Kat and Killian, as they help
us navigate the struggles of
parenting while working during
a pandemic! Bring your
struggles, questions, and
ideas! We’d love to see you
there!
Thursdays: July 16, 23, & 31
12:30-1pm
Zoom link
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Wellbeing at YC
Did you know that the Arizona
Wellness Council, our wellness
partner through the YC Trust, has
tons of great wellness videos
available for you? You can access
Health Coach Tips, Workday Dose,
and Workout at Home videos through
the Wellbeing at YC page under
Wellness.

As Seen on FB YC
Family Connection

COVID-19 Re-Entry Plan
As you all know, the YC leadership has been busy developing the return-to-campus plan,
considering input from numerous sources including employees. The COVID-19 Re-Entry
Plan is now available online, applying a phased-in approach for returning to campus. It is
important for you to read and understand this information, including which phase YC is
currently in. If you have any questions, please work with your supervisor, since each phase
may affect departments differently.

Coming Soon: NEOGOV Learn &
Fall Outward Mindset Workshops
Ustadza’s dolmas with
grape leaves- yum!

The HR Department is excited to roll-out of NEOGOV Learn. Learn is an employee learning
management system (LMS) which will house our YC required trainings (replacing Everfi), as well
as optional training and development courses. The system comes with 1700+ pre-built training
courses, plus we can design our own. Learn also offers a place for employees to log other
professional development such as conferences and required certifications with expiration date
reminders. Keep your eye out for an annoucement email and zoom info sessions this month!

We held three Outward Mindset workshop classes this month and they filled quickly! Thank you
to all those who have participated so far. We are well on our way to meeting the goal of all YC
“A perfect example of why the
use of spell check should never
replace proof-reading.” –
Author David Harder
Perhaps this pool has a shark
infestation?

employees learning about Outward Mindset and improving our organizational health. We will be
scheduling fall classes in a couple of weeks, so watch your email for an announcement in August.
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Business Email: 10 Essential Rules
Original article authored by Sharlyn Lauby and published on HR Bartender

I ran across a statistic on the site TechJury that says the average office

5.

worker receives 120 emails each day. Even if that number is inflated,

Learn how to use the cc and bcc functions. If a person is expected to
reply, their name should be in the “To” line. The cc line is designed to

people are subject to reading and writing a lot of email. Obviously, email is

keep others informed. The bcc line is to keep others informed without

not a dying and/or dead method of our business communications. Maybe

everyone knowing. The biggest challenge with bcc line is people who hit

someday it will be, but we’re not there yet.

reply all and make a comment. No one was supposed ot know that they
knew. Which leads me to the next rule…

Given how much email we generate, it’s amazing to me that we don’t have
6.

formal written rules on what’s considered to be acceptable or

Ineffective use of the “reply all” button will kill your career. Same with

unacceptable. We have structure around the way we draft resumes, write

read receipts. People get angry at their co-workers who excessively use

business letters, and use social media. Email? Not so much. And let’s

the reply all button. Or who send every email with a read receipt.

face it, nothing frustrates people more than when others break what are

Occasionally, that’s fine. There are times when both are appropriate and

considered the accepted (but not written) rules of email.

necessary. But not all the time. Enough said..
7.

So I decided to put together a list of the top ten things that business

email with a typo. Here’s my small rant about grammar. I sincerely

people expect in email communications. That being said, you’ll notice that

believe that everyone tries to use proper grammar. We should read our

I’m not including typing in ALL CAPS as one of the rules on the list. I’d like

emails before sending to make sure we don’t have any typos. Even

to believe we’re past that even though I still get a few (sigh).
1.

though we do those steps, we will occasionally have a typo. I’m not
justifying them. Just pointing out that we are human.

Email isn’t a meeting substitute. Meetings happen for specific
8.

reasons – to convey information, to solve problems, or to make

2.

4.

Not responding to an email is not the same as saying “no”. Individuals

decisions. Some of those things can be accomplished via business

who avoid answering emails thinking the issue will go away…well, that

email. Many cannot. The last thing organizations want is to start a

really doesn’t happen. People get smart. They start sending emails

conversation via email and then, after lots of emails fly around, call a

saying “If I don’t hear from you by Thursday, I’m going to do this…”

meeting to actually deal with the issue.

That’s a strategy for forcing an answer. Or get a tacit approval. If you

Some messages are better voice to voice (whether that’s in person

don’t want to send a “no” email, see rule #2 about voice to voice

or over the phone). Difficult messages are best delivered when

messages.
9.

people can hear your voice. Both the sender and receiver realize it’s

3.

Use spell check. Then realize at some point, we will all send a business

Set a reasonable expectation for replies. I once did a focus group where

a tough message. Delivering the message voice to voice isn’t

people said 24 hours was a reasonable time to reply to a business email.

designed to be a form of punishment. It’s to demonstrate empathy,

Even when you have a smartphone, it’s not reasonable to think everyone

sincerity, and let the other person know they’re important. Email is

is going to reply within 15 minutes. If it’s going to take a couple days to

never a substitute for that.

research an answer, let the other person know. Email is a communication

Auto-signatures serve a purpose. Consider having multiple auto-

medium. It’s not designed to drive people crazy with urgent requests.

signatures. Like one for new emails and an abbreviated version for

10. “I never got your email” isn’t a technology issue. It’s an avoidance issue.

replies. One for your primary work and another for your side hustle.

It’s possible I’m being a bit harsh here. I understand there are moments

Possibly a different one for personal emails. People today have

when email doesn’t work because the network was down. In today’s

multiple email addresses so add a layer of customization to your

business world, we should know to check our junk folders regularly,

auto-signature for each audience.

especially when we are expecting a reply. Habitually using the line “I

Change the subject line when you change the subject. If you ask an

didn’t get the email” is an indicator of something else.

important question under a business email subject “Birthday Cake in

Business email may very well go away someday, but that’s not an excuse to

the Breakroom”, there’s a chance that readers will not see it

do it poorly while it’s still being used on a regular basis. The better we are at

immediately. Readers prioritize responses by using the subject line.

email communication, the more others will pay attention to our emails (when

Help the reader give you a timely response by changing the subject
line when you change topics. You’’’ get the info you need, when you
need it.

we do send them).
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